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NEW ARCHITECTURES FOR FAST CONVOLUTlONAL ENCODERS

AND THRESHOLD DECODERS

by

David HACCOUN, Pierre LAVOIE, and Yvon SAVARIA

ABSTRACT

Several new architectures for high speed convolutional encoders

and threshotd decoders are developed. In particular, we show t ha t new

architectures featuring both parallelism and pipelining are promising

from a speed point of view. Thèse architectures are practical to use for

a wide range of coding rates and constraint lengths. Two integrated

circuits featuring thèse new architectures have been designed and fabri-

ça ted in a CMOS 3 micron techno logy. The two circuits have been t es ted

and can be used to buit d convolutional encoders and défini te threshold

decoders operating at data rates above one hundred Mbps. l t is shown

that with the new architectures, encoders and threshold decoders cou l d

easily be designed to operate at data rates above one Gigabit/s.



NEW ARCHITECTURES FOR FAST CONVOLUTlONAL ENCODERS

AND THRESHOLD DECODERS

by

David HACCOUN, Pierre LAVOIE, and Yvon SAVARl A

l. lNTRODUCTl ON

In modem digital communications Systems and especia l l y in sa t el -

l ite communications, the advantages and potenlial benefits provided by

Forward Error Correction (FEC) are increasingly recognized, and there-

fore channel coding is becoming an essential élément in the design of

thèse Systems [1][2]. In FEC Systems the main difficulties usually

réside in the actual realization of powerful decoders that can operate

at high data rates, deliver low error probabilities whil e being practi-

cal and not unreasonably complex to implement. The problem of designing

and manufacturing f as t encoding and decoding devices at the lowest pos -

sible cost is further compounded as the data rates increase, reaching in

the hundreds megabits per secqnd (Mbps), and even beyond.

The object of this paper is to présent the development of new and

fast efficient architectures for implementing convolutional encoders and

threshold decoders. Convolut ional codes are codes t ha t are particularly

suitable when the information data to be transmitted arrive sériaily

rather than in packets. A convolutional encoder processes the informa-

tion in a continuous fashion, a few bits, or even one bit at a time.

Pipeline and parailel architectures for convolutional encoders

are developed and their complexity analyzed. High speed encoders can be

obtained for any coding rate by combining the two architectures. A one-
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chip pipeline encoder realization is présentée!. Th i s integrated circuit

is programmable and opérâtes at 25MHz.

Since any decoder for convolutional codes ine ludes a local

encoder, then the encoders developed here may be used in conjunction

with any decoding technique, whether powerful and complex such as in Vit

erbi or sequential decoding, or relatively modest and simple such as in

feedback or threshold decoding.

In this paper, on l y threshold decoding [3] is considered. Even

though threshold decoding achieves smaller coding gains than those pro-

vided by Viterbi or sequential decoding, ils main advantage is that the

decoder is simple to implement. Furthermore this type of decoder is use-

ful on burst error channels (such as HF, troposcatter, and some tele-

phone channels) since interleaving and de-inter leaving can easil y be

ine luded in the encoder and decoder [4]. Therefore developing efficient

architectures for threshold decoders is justified on its own right.

Moreover since the actual decoding algorithm is very similar to the

encoding process, then selecting this type of decoder and appl ying to it

the architectures developed for the encoder becomes very natural.

A number of factors can further justify the choice of threshold

decoding for practical VLSl implementations. For example, the simplicity

of the threshold algorithm makes it hight y suitable for fast processing.

Furthermore, contrarily to Vilerbi or sequential decoding, threshold

decoding is a lso convenient to use with high code rates that require a

smaller bandwidth expansion (e.g. fl=2/3, 3/4, 7/8,...). Final l y, even

though threshold decoding is far from being optimum in utilizing a con-

valutional code of given length, it can be used with very long codes

(e.g. good codes) that are wel l beyond the usual range of the more pow-

erful decoding techniques.
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Threshold decoder realizations or prototypes, fabricated either

as LSI custom devices or from standard parts, are usuat l y désignée! spe-

cifically for a particular code [5]-f9]. By contrast the method for

designing threshold decoders presented in this paper is more général and

systematic: it even encourages fabricating decoders for very long codes

through the use of a single programmabte chip as a building block. With

the new architectures t ha t are developed in t his paper, the pin count

required for the programmable chip can be smal l, and the clock rate of a

decoder can become independent of the length of the code used.

The novel architectures feature pipelining and parai lelism, and

might be of interest for very high data rate applications. Pipelining

occurs in a line of several processors where each processor performs a

fraction of the processing and passes partial results to the next one in

the line. In a pipel ined machine, the data rate is thus no longer lim-

ited by the time required to fuII y process one data élément. Parallelism

used in con j une t i on w i t h pipel i ni ng a l l ows a further increase of the

data rate by increasing the bandwidth of the machine. In practice the

cost of this expansion is translatée! as a greater number of components,

or as a larger chip area.

In this paper, each new novel architecture is illustrated by an

exampl e show jng an implementation for a parti eu l ar code. For simplicity

and with no loss of général ity, the same code is used for al l the

exampl es. Architectures for encoders are présentée) in section II, where

both the pipeline and the parailel approaches are developed. An actual

implementation of a fast encoder that has been designed and fabricated

in a CMOS 3 micron technology is described in section III. PreFiminary

testing shows that an encoder bui l t with a number of thèse chips could

achieve a data rate higher than 150 Mbps. Development of original archi-
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lectures for threshold decoding is presented in section IV. Following a

description of threshold decoding, a new pipeline architecture for

implementing a fast threshold decoder is presented. The modifications

required to implement feedback decoding are described. In section V, a

parailel architecture for threshold decoding is présentée! and an actual

implementation of a f as t threshold decoder is described in section VI.

The 5500-transistor chip has been designed and fabricated in the same 3

micron CMOS techno logy as the encoder. l t is programmable and can be

used as a building block for more complex and/or faster parailel decod-

ers.

l l. A PARALLEL ARCHlTECTURE FOR CONVOLUTlONAL ENCODERS

A. Preliminary considérations

A typical non-systematie convolutional encoder of coding rate

ff=1/V and memory fi may be représentée! by a shif t register ot /? delay

units connected to V modula-2 adders [2]. The connections between tbe

shif t regisîer and the V modulo-2 adders specify the code. At each clock

cycle, one information bit enters the shif t register, and the outputs of

the V modulo-2 adders are sampled and transmitted in the channel. The V

encoded symbols are ça l led a codeword, and clearly the coding rate is fî=

1/V bit/code symbol.

A convolutional code is said to be systematic if the first of

each V-symbol codeword is the actual information bit that generated thal

codeword. Conséquently in a systematic convotutional encoder of rate

fl=1/\/, on l y (V -1 ) modulo-2 adders are required, and the V-symbol

codeword carresponding to the information bit i^ entering the encoder at
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time t consists of i^ and the (V-1) parit y symbols, denoted p(n^,

n=1,2,...,(V-1), delivered by the (V-1) modulo-2 adders. A systematic

encoder of rate fl=1/2, and memory ff=6 is shown in figure 1.

A more général encoder of coding rate R=U/V may be viewed as a

linear finite state machine receiving U information bits at each clock

cycle, and delivering V encoded symbols, V>U. A convenient way to

implement such an encoder involves il shif t registers side by s i de,

connectée! to the V modulo-2 adders. The memory H of such an encoder is

again the sum of a l l de lay uni t s in the encoding machine. For général

rate U/V codes the U shif t registers may not have al l the same length.

In order to simplify the design and provide uniform opération it is more

convenient to consider al l the shif t registers to be of the same length

L, chosen to be that of the longest shif t register. Of course, any de lay

unit that may be added to extend the length of a shif t register to L

wil l no t be connected to any of the V modulo-2 adders. The length L is

called the basie length of the encoder, and for codes of rate 1/V this

basie length is equal to the constraint length of the code.

Clearly with such an approach the complexity of a général rate

U/V encoder varies proportionall y to the length L of the encoder rather

than the memory M of the code. As for the error performance of convolu-

tional codes, it can be shown that the error probability decreases expo-

nentially as the memory H increases and/or the coding rate R decreases

[2].

A s traightforward implementation of an encoder as described above

l eads to problems with implementing the moduto-2 adders, especia l l y if

high data rates are required. lndeed a direct implementation of a mû l t i -

input modula-2 adder is not practical and a tree structure of 2-input

XORs is usually preferred. Unfortunatel y, an increase of the number of
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inputs on a modulo-2 adder increases with it the depth of the XOR tree.

Since the time necessary to compute aparitydigit is determined by t ha t

depth, the larger the number of inputs on a modula-2 adder, the slower

an implementation inspired by figure 1 wil t be. Fortunately t his problem

can be circumvented by the use of a speed-oriented architecture: such an

approach is described next.

S. A pipeline architecture

Mov i ng the XORs i ns ide the sh i f t régi s ter s l eads to pipel i ne pro-

cessing of the information digits. In that case a shif t register does

not shif t delayed information digits anymore, but rather partially com-

pûtes the parity digits. This approach has been proposée! by Massey [3].

A pipeline encoder example t ha t implements the same code as in figure 1

is shown in figure 2. Note t ha t the connections mus t be inverted in

order to obtain the same output séquence from the pipeline decoder as

from the conventional encoder.

There are several advantages for using this pipeline architecture

[10]. First, a pi petine encoder can, at a modest cost, become very

easi l y programmabl e. Figure 3 shows a convenient arrangement where the

connections are loaded sériaily in a separate register before encoding

begins. Moreover, the time required to encode one codeword is indepen-

dent of the length L of the encoder, and is approximate l y equal to the

delay of a single XOR gate. Therefore an encoder using this architecture

can operate at a very high speed, regardless of the memory of the code.

One further advantage is that a pipel ine encoder can readi ly be

segmented in several parts, should, for example, a multi-chip implemen-

tation be required or preferred. In that case, on l y a partially computed
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parit y digit, which is already avai labl e at the end of one segment of

the encoding pipeline, needs to be transferred to the input of the next

segment. Of course this transfer can s low down the encoding process if

it takes too long a time. However the encoding speed will not keep on

decreasing when the number of segments exceeds 2, since al l inter-

segment transfers occur concurrently according to the pipeline effect.

A universal pipeline encoder for codes of rates U/V can now be

developed. Clearly, since the delayed information digits are no longer

available, then a rate 1/V encoder requires V separate shif t registers

t o gène rate V par i t y d i g i t s . Mo r eove r i f U>'\, t hen U sh i f t reg i ster s are

necessary for each parity digit. A général pipel ine encoder for codes of

rate U/V is shown in figure 4.

In practice, the speed of a pipeline encoder will probably be

timited not so much by the speed of the encoding circuitry, as by the

time necessary to input and retrieve signais from a chip. Furthermore in

order to increase further the data rate of the encoder, a wider band-

width at the input and output of the encoder is necessary. A new parai -

lel architecture which can provide a speed increase is described next.

C. A parallel architecture

The encoding architecture presented above a l lows on l y one codew-

ord to be generated per clock cycle, l t is however possible, with an

original parailel architecture, to design an encoder capable of generat-

lng an arbitrary number of codewords at each ctock cycle. The following

simple example illustrâtes t h l s idea.

Figure 5 shows our usual encoder of figure 1 at two différent

times, denoted t and t+1. Since the coding rate is equal to 1/2, each
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codeword is two digits long and, obviously, two clock cycles are thus

necessary to générale the codewords (it.Pt) a"d (jt+1'Pt+l)-

By contrast, figure 6 shows a parailel realization of the encoder

in figure 5, using the same code and producing identical ou t pu t

séquences. Note that at each clock cycle, the parailel encoder accepts

two consécutive information digits and delivers the two corresponding

codewords. Therefore, for the same clock frequency, the parailel encoder

générales the codewords at a data rate twice that of the conventional

encoder.

For simplicity, but without loss of générality, the parailel

encoder of figure 6 was limited to two codewords per clock cycle. How-

ever, for al l coding rates, there exists a parailel encoder that can

générale an arbitrarily large number Y of codewords per clock cycle. Y

is ça l led the parallelism coefficient. Furthermore, the par allé l and

pipeline architectures can be combined to produce a tast parai tel pro-

g r ammabl e encode r.

The number of components and interconnections of a device is

referred to as the area complexity and denoted A. Similarly the amount

of time T required to produce a certain amount of processing is ça l led

the t ime complexity. The overall complexity AT is thus the product of

both the area and the time compl exities. In the évaluation of T, the

machine is assumed to be synchronous, or in other words, the propagation

delay on wires is assumed not to increase significantly with the s i ze of

the machine. Using shif t registers al l of equal basie length L the

complexities of the programmable parai l el-pipel ine encoding architecture

for non-systematie convolutional codes are given by:

A = O(LUVY) (1 )

T = 0((UY)-^) (2)
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Note t ha t whil e the number of encoding pipelinés is proportionat

to y~ , the length of each pipeline is approximatel y shortened by a

coefficient 1/Y, which explains why A is on l y proportional to Y. Finall y

the use of a systematic code woul d reduce the area complexity of the

encoder ta:

A = 0(U/(V-y)y) (3)

Note t ha t the area complexity grows on l y linearly with the length

L of the code, and that the time complexity is not on l y independent of

that length, but inversely proportional to U. The most striking result,

however. is that the avérai l complexity AT is independent of the parai -

l elism coefficient /, and therefore it is possible through parailelism

to trade efticiently the area for a higher data rate.

III. lMPLEMENTATl ON 0F A FAST CONVOLUTlONAL ENCODER

A fast one-chip programmable encoder has been designed, fabri-

ça ted and t es ted [10]. l t implements a basie building block composed of

six encoding ce lIs. Many such chips can be connected together to imple-

ment a rate 1/V encoder for long memory codes. Furthermore, if external

XOR circuits are suppl ied, any code of rate U/V can be generated. The

chip can a lso be used to bui l d a para t l el-pipel ine encoder for very high

data rates.

The chip has been fabricated in a 3 micron CMOS technology with

one métal li zat ion and one pol y s i i i con layers . l t has been t es ted and

showed to encode correctly a random input séquence at ctock frequencies

up to 25 MHz, implying that the design is probably I/O limited.'For

example, at that frequency and using a parailelism coefficient /=3,

rates 2/3 and 3/4 encoders cou t d operate at 2 X3X25 = 150 Mbps, and 3
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X 3 X 25 = 225 Mbps respectivel y.

The length of the encoding pipeline on the test chip has been

voluntarily limited to 6. Since this particular implementation features

parailel loading of the shif t register's contents, the number of pins

required grows rapidly. However, this feature is no t essential and, as

can be seen on figure 7, the encoding circuitry covers a very smal t si t -

icon area. In fact, with the same 3 micron techno logy, a larger 9 X 9

mm'" die cou l d contain a programmable pipeline encoder of length L=2000.

Pipeline encoding chips cou l d readily be fabricated in a faster

CMOS techno logy and opérât e at clock frequencies above 100 MHz. Increas-

ing the coding rate or using parai tel ism could then bring forth encoder

realizations with data rates above 1Gbps. l t should be pointed ou t how-

ever that the VY output digits exiting the encoding pipelinés must be

time-multiplexed if they are destined to be transmitted over a sériai

channel. Fortunately 1.5 Gbps multiplexers and demul tiplexers are

readily availabte [11]. The architecture for high speed encoding sug-

gested here appears to be very cost-effective since al l the encoding

process is implemented in a cheap CMOS techno logy, and on l y the mul.ti-

plexers components need to be fabricated in an expensive high-speed

techno logy such as GaAs.
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IV. A PlPELl NE ARCHITECTURE FOR THRESHOLD DECODING

A. Général description of threshold decoding

The encoders described above may be used in any decoder implemen-

tation for convolutional codes, whether complex and powerful (Viterbi,

sequential) or simple and modest (feedback, threshold), since regardless

of the decoding technique, a decoder always requires a local encoder. Of

the many decoding algorithms for convolutional codes, threshold decoding

is the least complex, and conséquently the easiest to implement. Fur-

thermore a very close similarity exists between the actual threshold

decoding algorithm and convolutional encoding. Therefore the architec-

ture developed above to improve the speed and complexity of the encoder

may be direct l y applicable to a threshold decoder.

Threshold decoding is based on the concept of an orthogonal par -

ity check and has been first proposed by Massey [3]. Assuming systematic

codes of rate fl=1/2 and memory H, at any time t an estimate P{ of the

transmitted parity digit P( is constructed by encoding the carresponding

received information bit ir. t- A syndrome digit s^ is then formed by

adding (modulo-2) the estimated parity digit p^ to the corresponding

received parity digit Pr,{. H such syndrome digits are accumulated in a

shif t register properly connected to a majority logie unit. A number J,

J<H, of syndrome digits are used by that unit to compute an estimate

n^.n of the noise digit at time (t-ff), which added .to ir.t-/1? y i e Ids an

estimate of the information bit Ït-/?- Th l s estimate "\ [ - n is acceptée!

as the decoded information bit at t i me (t-/?) and is delivered to the

user. The opération is illustrated in figure 8 where the communication

system has been divided in three parts: a convolutional encoder, a memo-
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ryless noisy channel and a threshold decoder. For simplicity the channel

has been divided in two sub-channels for the separate transmission of

the information digit i^ and the parity digit P(, and the same system-

atic rate 1/2, memory 6 code illustrated in figure 1 has been used.

Threshold decoding is applicable on l y with codes featuring spe-

eia l atgebraic properties. For simplicity on l y the so-calted se l f -

orthogonal codes [3] wil l be considérée! here in the development of

architectures for threshold decoders. A large number of good sel f -

orthogonal codes are known and tabulated [3][5][6][12]. Thèse codes are

widely used in practice, in particular in Single Channel per Carrier

Systems used for voice transmission over satellite, where a rate 3/4

sel f-orthogonal code is the standard used by INTELSAT [1].

The threshold decoder shown in figure 8 is said to be de finit e

[13]. A definite decoder becomes a feedback decoder when the no i se

estimate H]-n is properly ted back in the syndrome register to improve

the reliability of the syndrome digits. Figure 9 shows how to add the

feedback to the decoder of figure 8, where the syndrome digits of the

*
feedback decoder are denoted s instead of s. l t can be shown that the

error propagation phenomenon is limited when se l f-orthogonal codes are

used [14], and in général feedback decoding is more powerful than defi-

n i te decod i ng [3].

S. A plpeline architecture

This section présents a new pipel ine architecture for the imple-

mental ion of a fast threshold decoder. The two major component s of the

decoder are the encoder and the majority logie unit, and both can oper-

atein a pipeline fashion.
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A pipeline implementation of the encoder has been presented

above. That same encoder can perfectly fit into the decoder. However we

recall that the decoder in figure 8 uses the de layed information digit

ir.t-6- Since the pipel ine encoder does no t shif t the information

digits, one additional shif t register must be provided to make this

delayed information digit available.

The majority logie unit can be implemented as a J-input arithme-

tic adder follôwed by a comparator connected to an appropriât e threshold

value. However, t ha l configuration su f fer s from the same problems t ha t

led us to consider pipelining for the encoding process: increasing J

s lows down the computation. Fortunately, pipel ining can a lso be used

here, and the speed of the majority logie unit becomes then independent

of L and proportional lo the logarithm of (J+1). Pipelining the majority

logic unit, however, is costt y. lndeed the sum-of-syndromes (SOS) pipe-

l ine must be at least loQ2(^+1) bits wide in order to process properly

the partially computed sums of syndromes. Figure 10 shows in détail a

pipeline majority for the same code used in earlier illustrations.

C. Général izat ion for codes of high and low coding rates

The architecture just introduced can be adapted for codes of

rates différent from 1/2. The codes most wide l y used have a rate (V-^)/V

or 1/V, \/=2,3,... The adaptation for thèse rates is présentée! be l ow.

For systematic codes of rate (V-~\)/V (e.g. fl=3/4, 4/5, ...) each

codeword contains on l y one parity digit. Hence there is on l y one syn-

drome, and thus comparisons with the threshold values can be done right

after each' individual SOS pipeline. In this particutar case the pipeline

decoder is easy to bui l d as shown in figure 11 for an /?=3/4 code.
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Généralizing the pipeline architecture for codes of rate 1/V is

not immédiate since the majority logic unit accesses (V-1) syndrome

registers instead of on l y one. A satisfying approach is to use a sepa-

rate SOS pipel ine for each syndrome, and fo compare to a single thresh-

ol d value the sum of the (V-1) SOS pipeline outputs. Figure 12 shows a

decoder Teaturing t his solution for a code of rate 1/3.

The architectures for codes of rate (\/-1)/V and 1 /V can be

comb-i ned to yiel d a général rate U/V pipeline decoder. Now, in order to

improve the error performance of the pipeline decoder, we examine incor-

porating feedback in ils architecture.

D. Feedback decoding

Whil e the addition of feedback to the conventional architecture

is straightforward, such an addition is not an easy task with the pipe-

l ine architecture, t t is natural to think that the feedback should be

incorporated in the SOS pipel ine; that approach has been selected. How-

ever a closer analysis reveals that the cost of the feedback addition

may be substantial.

In the SOS pipeline, each column contains a partial sum of syn-

drames digits. Since each syndrome digit can be either 0 or 1, the sum

can be any positive number smaller, or equal to the number of parity-

check syndrome digits J. At each tapped column, the noise estimate

nt-(L-1) must cancel the effect of ni-(L-1^ ln onl y on© particular term

of the sum, the target -syndrome of that column. Assuming nf-^L-1

equal s to 1, it is the value 0 or 1 of the target- syndrome that will

détermine if the sum must be increased by 1 or decreased by 1. So each

tapped column of the SOS pipel ine needs to access not on l y the value of
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"t-rL-1^- but a Iso the value of it s target-syndrome. Un f ortunatel y

there are several différent target-syndromes and their distribution

along the columns of the SOS pipeline is irregular. This distribution is

a function of the code implemented and cannot be changea.

Basically, implementing the feedback involves three modifications

to the pipeline majority. First. the SOS pipeline must be redesigned to

allow in each column the possibility of adding the values -1, 0, +1, or

+2 to the par tial sum of syndromes according to several signais. A

global view of the new SOS pipeline and the trulh table of one cotumn

processor are shown in figure 13. Note that in that particular example,

every column except the right-most one is tapped, but this is not usu-

ally the case, even for optimum codes. Next, a circuit must be added to

* *

s t or e the individual syndromes s^,...,s^.^i_.-\) and update them

according to r>t-(L-1)- Th j s js readily done using the circuit shown in

figure 9. The third modification is the addition of a network allowing

each tapped cotumn of the SOS pipeline to access the value of its own

target- syndrome. This is clearly a very costly modification if the net-

work must be programmabl e : every column must then be free to select its

own target-syndrome oui of (J-1) syndromes. In a non-programmabl e impte-

mentation the network becomes much simpler: a (J-^) digit-wide bus

carries the syndromes values a long the pipeline and the target-syndrome

input of every tapped column is permanently connected to the proper line

of the bus.
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V. A PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE FOR THRESHOLD DECODING

Exploiting the close similarities between the threshold decoder

and the convotutional encoder leads to examine whether parailelism cou l d

also be used to increase the data rate of the decoding process. l t will

be shown with an example again, t ha t indeed it is possible to buil d f as t

decoders that match the data rates of the fast encoders described ear-

lier.

Since it is no longer necessary to consider the parailel-on l y

decoding architecture first in order to understand the more interesting

para llel-pipel ine architecture, we will proceed with that architecture

directly. Figure 14 shows a parai l el-pipeline decoder for our usuat

code. Since the decoder takes two codewords and delivers two decoded

digits at each clock cycle, it can be twice as fast as a pipeline-only

decoder. Of course a decoder coutd be designed to process any number /

of codewords simultaneousl y.

The complexities of the parai l el-pipeline architecture are: .

A = 0(L ln((J/V)+1) U(V-U)Y) (4)

T = 0(ln((J//)+1) (fY)'1) (5)

The factor ln((J/y)+1)) appearing in every 'complexity measure

describes the variation of the SOS pipel ine width as a function of J and

Y. We recall from section IV.B that for the pipel ine-onl y architecture

an SOS pipeline featuring J taps had to be at least log2(J+1) bits wide

in order to property process the partial sums of syndromes. When parai -

l el ism is ineluded, however, we have seen that the SOS pipelines are

shortened approximate t y by a factor Y and thus each SOS pipeline fea-
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tures on the average, J/Y taps instead of J. The width of each pipeline

can thus be reduced on the average to 1092((J/Y)+1).

Observing from the codes given by Martin [6] and Wu [12] that J

is atways smal l in comparison with L, it follows t ha t the area complex-

ity A of the decoder grows almost linearly with the length L of the

code: the parai l el-pipel ine architecture is thus practical even for very

long codes. The time complexity, however, is a function of J. Further

refinement of the architecture by the use'';o f a two-d i mens i ona t pipeline

in the SOS logl e cou l d yiet d a time complexity t ha t is independent of J,

but would require a larger si l icon area. In'practice the use of such an

architecture may not be justified. For example, in many implementations

the speed of a pipeline device is not limited by ils internai processing

time, but rather by the time required for the signais to enter or exit

the device.

Finally, a properly programmée) par allé l decoder wil t générale,

for a given input séquence, an identical output séquence as a non-

parailel decoder. The on l y différence is that the parai tel decoder takes

VY channel digits at a time and delivers UY decoded information digits

simultaneousl y. Conséquent l y, the use of paratlelism in a decoder imple-

mental ion involves no additional constraint on the encoder architecture

and vice versa.
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VI. VLSI lMPLEMENTATl ON 0F A FAST THRESHOLD DECODER

A complète fl=1/2, L=40 one-chip défini te threshold decoder has

been désignée! and manufactured with the same 3 micron CMOS process that

has been used for the encoder fabrication [15]. The 5500-transistor chip

f ils on a 2250 X 4507 square micron die shown in figure 15. The code,

majority connections and threshold values can be loaded through a scan

chain prior to opération. Most of the area of the chip is covered by a

5-bit wide SOS pipeline.

Many chips can be connected end to end '.o increase L but the

number of taps on the whot e SOS structure must not exceed (2"-1)=31.

That number seems sufficient since, for example, a rate 1/2 code with

J=30 features a length L=841. In future implementations, the width of

the SOS pipel ine cou l d easil y be increased shout d the need arises.

Decoders for codes of rate U/V or parai tel decoders can be buil t with a

number of chips, or rows of chips connected side by side. However for

rates différent from 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, or when parâtlelism is used, a few

external logie circuits must be supptied.

The full-custom chip has been designed by students of a project-

orientée! VLSl graduate course at Ecole Polytechnique de Hontreal. The

design méthode logy was basical l y inspired by the structurée) approach of

Mead and Conway [16]. Since the SOS pipeline is the most area-consuming

and time-critical part of the chip, it deserves spécial attention.

Each cell of the SOS pipel ine consists of a dynamic eight-

transistor flip-flop, a three-transis t or pseudo-nMOS XNOR gate, a NAND

gate, and an inverter. The logic anct transistor di agrams of the-cell are

shown in figure 16. The right input at the top of each row is the con-

nection input and must be set to Gnd if there is a connection and to Vdd
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otherwise. The cell measuring only 62 X 210 square microns has been

carefully optimized for compactness and speed. By a natural coincidence,

the cell can be used to buil d the encoding pipetine without any modifi-

ça t i on .

Power buses and clock linés run on the single métal layer to

reduce vol t âge drops and propagation de lays. SPl CE simulations led to

expect a 20 MHz clock frequency, meaning for example, that the data rate

of a /?=3/4 decoder featuring Y=2 parailelism woul d be 3 X 2 X 20 = 120

Mbps. Such a decoder woul d require at least 3X2^= 12 rows of L/40 X

1/2 = L/80 chips each.

Testing the chip unveiled two minor routing bugs. The errors

occurred at the layout step of the design process. Fortunately individ-

ual sections of the chip cou l d be tested individually even if the chip

itsetf did not work properly. In particular the SOS pipel ine cou l d be

partially tested and showed to perform as expected. The two bugs have

now been fixed and the chip has been re-submitted for fabrication. When

new sampl es become avallable, they wl l l be t es ted to confirm our speed

expectat ions.

At this point it woul d be very interes.ting to compare an hypoth-

etical threshold decoder using the para l l el-pipeline architecture with a

decoder récently implemented in Japan using the soft-decision Viterbi

decoding algorithm [17]. This particular one-chip Viterbi decoder uses a

code with constraint length K=7, and provides a coding gain of 4.7 db at

a bit-error-rate of 10 "'. It contains 121000 transistors and opérâtes at

a typical data rate ot 20 Mbps.

With the same number of transistors (121000), calculations show

t ha t it woul d have been possible to fabricate a programmable feedback

threshold decoder for a se l f-orthogonal code of length ,(=841, with a
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coefficient of parailelism V=2. Based on our computer simulations, at

the bit-error-rate of 10 "' such a decoder woul d yield a coding gain of

2.7db, that is 2 db tower than the coding gain of the Viterbi decoder.

Most of that différence can be attributed to the fact that the threshold

decoder processes hard-quantized channel symbols whereas the Viterbi

decoder uses soft-quantization.

If the data rate of the Viterbi decoder is limited by the operat-

ing speed of it s add-compare-select modules, the pipel ine architecture

of the threshold decoder, in turn, woul d rather be limited by the smal l

delay necessary to enter and retrieve signais from the VLSl chip. Since

the technology used for fabricating the Viterbi decoder woul d certainly

a l low opération at a clock rate of 100MHz, the threshold decoder featur-

ing a coefficient of parai telism Y=2 woul d deliver decoded information

bits at a data rate of 200Mbps, that is one order of magnitude faster

than that provided by the Viterbi decoder, above. Therefore the archi-

lectures présentée! in this paper appear to be attractive principally for

fabricating ver y f as t decoders for applications requiring mode rat e cod-

i ng ga i ns .

VIII. CONCLUS l ON

Motivated by a growing demand for efficient FEC Systems operating

at high data rates, several new architectures for convolutional encoders

have been developed. In particular, new architectures featuring both

parailelism and pipelining are promising from a speed point of v i ew.

lndeed the data rates of encoders featuring thèse architectures

are not influenced by the memory length of the implemented code. Fur-

thermore, we have shown that, for a given technology, the data rate of
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an encoder could be arbitrarily increased by the parai telism factor /.

Remarkably this data rate increase appears to be qui t e affordable s i nce

il invotves an area en largement which is on l y proportional to the same

factor Y. Finally, we have shown that the new architectures cou l d be

used together with any high or low rates U/V codes.

Encoders designed with the new architectures might be used in any

decoders for convolutional codes, whether powerful (as Viterbi or

sequential decoders), or mode modest (as threshold decoders). Moreover,

because the threshold decoder shares many sirai laritie s with the encoder,

pipelining and parallelism can be used not on<y in ils local encoder,

but a lso in the actual decoding circuitry. The architectures developed

for îhe encoder can thus be used also in the design of fasl and afford-

abl e threshold decoders. The simplicity of thèse decoders makes thresh-

old decoding an attractive alternative to Viterbi or sequential decoding

in some applications.

Two integrated circuits, an encoder and a threshold decoder, have

been designed, fabricated and tested to détermine the cost of implement-

ing those architectures in a CMOS 3 micron techno logy. A noteworthy fea-

ture of both designs is that the circuits can be used as building blocks

to construct encoders or decoders for long codes of any coding rate, and

using any parailelism factor /. Since the encoding and decoding logics

do not use a large si l icon area, it follows that encoders or decoders

for codes of very large memory length (e.g. 1000) could be bui l t with

on l y a few inlegrated circuits. Final l y we a lso showed t ha t CMOS encod-

ers and decoders with a sufficiently large parallelism factor / cou l d

operate at very high data rates, in the Gigabits/second range. "Thèse new

architectures appear to be very attractive for high speed FEC realiza-

lions applicable in both terrestrial and space communications Systems.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. A convolutional encoder for a systematic rate 1/2, memory 6

code.

Fi g. 2. A pipetine encoder for the same code as in figure 1. The speed

of the encoder is no longer related to the number of taps on

the register. However the register contains partially computed

parity digits instead of delayed information bits.

Fig. 3. A programmable pipel ine encoder for the same code as in figure

1.

Fig. 4. A général pipeline encoder for rates R=U/V codes.

Fig. 5. The encoder of figure 1 shown at two différent times.

Fig. 6. An V=2 parailel encoder for the systematic rate 1/2, memory 6

code. For the same input séquence it produces exact l y the

same ou t pu t séquence as the encoder of figure 1.

Fig. 7. Photomicrograph of a pipeline encoder of basie length 6. Th i s

encoder operated as expected at a 25 MHz clock frequency.

Fig. 8. A complète encoder/decoder System for the systematic rate 1/2,

memory 6 code, using a défini te threshold decoder.
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Fig. 9. Addition of feedback in the syndrome register of the decoder

illustrated in figure 8.

Fig. 10a. A detaited view of the pipeline majority for the decoder

iltustrated in figure 8. Each column of the SOS pipel ine con-

tains a partially computed sum of syndromes. Since each sum

can take a value from 0 to 4, each column mus t be three ce lIs

high to process the binary représentation of a sum with no

r i sk of over f low.

Fig. 10b. t-ogic diagram of one basie cet l of the SOS pipeline.

Fi g. 11. An fl=3/4 pipel ine threshotd decoder. l t can be viewed as three

/?=1/2 pipeline threshold decoders (in dotted boxes) sharing

one modula-2 adder.

Fi g. 12. An fl=1/3 pipeline threshold decoder.

Fig. 13a. An SOS pipeline ineluding feedback for the usual systematic

rate 1/2, memory 6 code.

Fig. 13b. One processor of the pipeline where i, j, and k are inputs for

the connection, the target-syndrome value, and the noise esti-

mate respectively.

Fig. 13c. Truth table of the processor.
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Fig. 14. An V=2 parai l el-pipel ine threshold decoder for the usual rate

1/2, memory 6 code. The parailelism factor Y can be increased

indetinitel y, al lowing even faster decoders.

F j g. 15. Photomicrograph of an L=40 pipeline threshold decoder.

Fig. 16a. Logie diagram of one basie ce l l of the SOS pipeline.

Fig. 16b. Transistor diagram of the same ce l l.
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Flg. 16a. Loglc dlagram of one basie cell of the SOS pipel ine,



Flg. 16b. Transistor diagram of the same cell.




